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MORE CRACKERS, PLEASE — Rose students put their
engineering skills to the test at the Edible Engineering con-
test held last week. The winning design was a replica of Wrig-
ley Field. photo by Rob Moffett
News Briefs
Fraternity nabbed in hazing incident
(CPS) — A University of
Washington fraternity was
suspended in late January
after residents were found
semi-clothed and in the com-
pany of two sheep during in-
itiation rites at their house.
UW's Interfraternity Coun-
cil (IFC) suspended the Theta
Xi fraternity Jan. 24, even be-
fore the Seattle Animal Con-
trol Board finished its in-
vestigation into the matter.
"The evidence presented
clearly demonstrates (Theta
Xi members') guilt and com-
plete insensitivity to hazing
and animal rights," said a
statement issued by IFC,
which refused to list the exact
charges brought against the
house or to comment on
whether the sheep had been
sodomized.
"It sounds like the stuff
movies are made of," said
Jonathan Brant, head of the
Indianapolis-based National
Interfraternity Council (NIC).
"It makes me think of the
movie 'Animal House.' This is
clearly against NIC rules, and
completely inappropriate."
Private colleges
(CPS) — Private colleges
do a better job than public
universities in preparing stu-
dents for the business world,
said a group of 500 business
executives surveyed in the
Midwest.
The survey was released in
mid-January by the Amer-
itech Partnership of In-
dependent Colleges, a con-
sortium of independent col-
lege foundations and associa-
tions.
The executives said that
private colleges do a better
job in developing students
who think critically, com-
municate effectively and pro-
vide leadership.
The survey covered busi-
nesses in Ohio, Illinois, In-
Seattle police responding to
the call Jan. 12 found pledges
wearing only underwear.
Some had white grease on
their hands and peanut butter
smeared on their bodies. The
officers reported that the
sheep appeared "overheated
and agitated."
The sheep and pledges were
in a room with a sign on the
door that read, "Nobody al-
lowed except actives, pledges
with permission and cloven-
hooved animals."
Police turned the animals
over to the Seattig\*Animal
Control Departmat, which
will issue a report in early
February on whether or not
the sheep were abused.
Theta Xi members were un-
available for comment.
Both Brant and Eric Berg,
secretary of Washington's
IFC, say they haven't re-
ceived other reports of animal
abuse by fraternities. How-
ever, last January, members
of Washington's Delta Upsilon
fraternity tossed a rooster to
its death from a classroom
balcony.
get higher rating
diana, Michigan and Wis-
consin.
"It is gratifying to see a
greater appreciation of the
students who come from in-
dependent colleges," said
Kenneth Hoyt, president of
the Ohio Foundation of In-
dependent Colleges.
But public university offi-
cials disagree with the sur-
vey.
"I would challenge that. I
think we do a pretty good job
here," said Terry Arndt, asso-
ciate dean of the college of
business at Ball State Univer-
sity in Muncie, Indiana.
"Comparing private and
public schools is like compar-
ing apples and oranges," he
added.
Valentine's Dance to be given
by United Way Agency
Happiness Bag, Inc., a not-
for-profit, United Way Agency
serving the Developmentally
Disabled of Wabash Valley,
will be sponsoring a Val-
entine's Day Dance tomorrow
from 9 p.m. to midnight at the
Zorah Shrine Temple at 420 N.
Seventh St. in Terre Haute.
The evening will be filled
with snacks, a cash bar prizes
and dancing.
Music from the 50s, 60s and
70s will be provided by local
D.J., "Senator John."
Tickets are $15 a couple and
may be purchased at the
door.
All proceeds go to support





Strategic planning committee sets goals
by Donald Stanton
The predominate attitude of
students, faculty and administra-
tion about the future of Rose-
Hulman is that it should become
the best undergraduate engineer-
ing school in the nation by the
year 2000. According to Rose-
Hulman President Samuel F.
Hulbert, "being the best is a
state of mind which Rose-
Hulman is dedicated to
achieve."
In order to accomplish this
enormous task, the strategic
planning committee recently
met to set long term goals as
well as short term goals for
Rose-Hulman.
The strategic planning com-
mittee is composed of the Board
of Managers with representation
of faculty and administration.
The committee is further divided
into subcommittees: admissions,
academics, student life and
development. Each sub-
committee has an assigned job
but all work together for achiev-
ing the set goals.
The admissions subcommittee
is looking at the profile of the
student body by the year 2000. A
greater emphasis is being placed
on a more diverse student body.
The committee is looking at stu-
dents from a wide range of geo-
graphical, economic, social and
cultural characteristics.
Also, the admissions commit-
tee realizes that certain minori-
ties, such as blacks and Hispa-
nics, are underepresented and
plans to expose them to the op-
portunity to apply to Rose-
Hulman. Finally, the committee
feels that Rose-Hulman should
permit the recruitment of
women in order to become the
best undergraduate engineering
school in the nation.
The academic committee is
looking at the human resources
and curriculum for the future
years. This includes new degrees
programs and additional labora-
tory and computer facilities.
The student life committee is
concerned with students and
their campus living beyond
academics.
The main thrust of applying
their resources will be directed
towards expansion and new con-
struction. Expanding residence
halls, recreational facilities,
Greek housing and Hulman
Memorial Union are among the
goals of the committee to better
student life on and off the cam-
pus. Other concerns of the com-
mittee are student financial aid
and counseling support.
The development committee is
given the task to raise money for
the overall plan.
Tom Mason, Vice President for
Administration and Finance is
working to obtain overall cost es-
timates by mid-April. The next
step is to prioritize what needs to
be done first.
These plans will then be given
to Rose alumni, foundations,
corporation leaders and the ex-
ternal public for review and
suggestions for improvement.
According to Hulbert, this should
be completed by October, 1990.
It seems very exciting to hear
news of the proposed changes
and improvements for Rose-
Samuel F. Hulbert
Hulman by the year 2000, but
what can students expect in the
next few years?
Hulbert indicated that next
year students will see an in-
crease in computer and labora-
tory equipment. Freshmen will
also have the opportunity to
enroll in an integrated curricu-
lum. The student body should be-
come more diverse, and the ad-
ministration will continue to
work for improvements in finan-
cial aid.
The plans set by the strategic
planning committee are tremen-
dous tasks for Rose-Hulman to
undertake. Hulbert said he feels
very confident about the future
of the institute.
The board has a plan and a re-
sponsibility for the future, and it
is willing to accomplish as much
as possible in order to make
Rose-Hulman the type of univer-
sity that many are hoping it will
be by the year 2000.
Ice cream scoop first of many contests
by Kent Neier
The design contest that was
recently held to find a better ice
cream scoop will be just the first
of many different contests to be
held in coordination with Rose-
Hulman's Entrepeneur in Resi-
dence program.
The Entrepeneur in Residence
(EIR) program was started to
match creative people with new
ideas (feasible and otherwise)
with people who know how to
make the ideas work, otherwise
known as engineers. James
Eifert, Dean of Faculty, said
that this is more of the function
of graduated engineers than
solving problems that the solu-
tion is already known for. After
all, if the solution is known, why
would an employer pay someone
to "solve" it again.
Through the EIR program,
Dean Eifert has fielded many
different suggestions for inno-
vative products or modifications
to existing products. One of these
modifications was a better ice
cream scoop.
In a conversation with one of
the EIR's, the subject of the bet-
ter ice cream scoop came up.
The entrepeneur did not know
how to make the scoop better, so
Dean Eifert proposed a contest.
The contest was presented to the
students and a first place prize of
one hundred dollars was an-
nounced.
A total of ten entries were sub-
mitted for the panel of judges,
and the winner will be an-
nounced sometime next week.
Dean Eifert was pleased with
the participation in the contest,
and says that he is already mak-
ing plans for more of them. He
said that he plans to have two or
more different kinds of contests;
one that everyone has a general
knowledge about and one that
may require specified knowledge
in one or more fields.
Finally, Dean Eifert said that
he is still looking for a name for
this newly created "contest pro-
gram". He has offered ten dol-
lars to the person who submits
the best name for the program.
YOU CAN SQUEEZE BLOOD FROM A ROSE (STUDENT) — Rose students showed up at the
Moench Hall auditorium to combat low blood supplies by donating blood at the RHA-IFC-APO
quarterly blood drive. Statistics on giving were not available at press time. photo by Rob Moffett
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EDITORIAL
In 1988, Rose-Hulman started a
radical new program, where
symbolic mathematical opera-
tions are performed by comput-
ers. The students have come to
know courses using these
computers as Maple-Calc and
Maple-D.E. Ideally this program
would allow students to apply the
concepts they learn, without do-
ing the time-consuming algebra
normally required if the calcula-
tions were done by hand.
The administration sees this
concept as the best thing since
crunchy peanut butter; it allows
students to let the computer do
the work and does away with the
worry about silly algebra mis-
takes. Let's face it, in the "real
world of industry" a computer is
a common way to solve mathe-
matical problems. The possibili-
ties are endless — no matter how
difficult the problems, the
computer can handle the tedious
part; all you need to do is set up
the equations and let the compu-
ter chug away until it reaches a
solution.
My view is different from the
administration, faculty and a lot
of the students. I see Maple from
the point of view of a student and
a Resident Assistant. This per-
spective leads me to a broad




the ability to understand basic
mathematical concepts. The
skills of a calculus student,
according to the Rose-Hulman
Undergraduate Bulletin, should
allow the student to differentiate,
integrate, work with vectors and
parametric equations in three di-
mensions, and apply all these
topics. The only way to learn
these concepts, as many math
professors believe, is to work
problems.
Students, usually freshmen,
come to me and ask for help on
their homework. Over the last
year and a half, I have found
that the Maple-Calc students, in
general have more gaps in basic
fundamental concepts, than tra-
ditional calculus students. They
often make mistakes taking de-
rivatives of simple functions by
hand, but more lately their take
"MAPLE makes it
easy to slide."
home tests have been differential
equations. Granted, if you give
them their computers, they can
solve the problems, but what
happens to them when they take
tests in upper level classes and
don't have their computers with
them? Students that have diffi-
culty doing the problems by hand
will be at a serious dis-
advantage.
Socially, the Maple-Calc stu-
dents are isolated. I don't see
them on the floor as often as tra-
ditional calc students. They
seem to spend an inordinate
amount of time down in their
symbolic computer lab (Sym-
lab). A lot of the students in the
program say they spend two to
five hours a night, five days a
week, and some students tell me
that in order to get an A in the
class they would need to spend at
least four hours a night at the
Symlab. Having these students
so preoccupied with their Maple-
Cale assignments disrupts the
residence hall floor unity in a
way only a person who has lived
there before and after the pro-
gram started can fully ap-
preciate. The evenings seem the
best time for them to work,
which is also the prime time on
the floor to talk with people, get
to know them and make friends.
Granted, the Maple-Calc stu-
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dents are only going to school
with these guys for four years,
but wouldn't it be nice to get to
know some of the other students?
How do the Maple-Calc guys
adapt? There are some people
who do well in any kind of situa-
tion they encounter. But several
students tell me that "MAPLE
makes it easy to slide." They do
part of their assignment and
blow off the rest, or let the
computer do it blindly for them.
There are commands in Maple
that can solve the problems with
sheer computing power and then
the student can go back and play
with the problem until they
reach the same solution. A way
to reach the answer by trial and
error. Students are actually put
in a situation that can encourage
a "get it done attitude" and di-
minish the "do it right" work
ethic. Isn't that just great for
their academic development?
I'm not saying that all the stu-
dents in the symbolic math pro-
gram are not learning what they
"Students are act-
ually put in a situa-
tion that can en-
courage a 'get it done
attitude' and diminish
the 'do it right' work
ethic."
need to know, but a lot of them
will find their math skills limited
without the aid of computers.
From what I can tell, from in-
dividual contact with the stu-
dents, is that more of the sym-
bolic math students are going to
be in trouble, as compared with
the traditional math students.
What is to be done now? There
are several possibilities. Maple-
Calc could be left alone and run
its course, ignoring its effect on
the students. Or it could be abo-
lished, leaving the facilities open
ummumen:er.
A couple Maple-Calc students working in the Symlab. File photo
to all the students and not just a
select few who volunteered for
the program. There are also
possibilities for reworking the
program in a number of man-
ners.
One possibility would be to as-
sign more work to be done by
hand and less by computer. Do-
ing more pencil and head work
would allow the students to de-
velop their precision in algebra
and eliminate those silly sign
errors that seem to kill people on
tests; it would also let the stu-
dent see the solutions develop,
giving him a better understand-
ing of the concepts involved.
Working more problems by hand
will leave the students better off
when they get away from the
computer.
Another solution could be to
make the use of Maple more
prominent in the traditional cal-
culus classes, but have a major-
ity of the work still done by hand.
Students would learn how bene-
ficial the computer is at solving
mathematical problems, yet still
allow them to gain a better grasp
on the concepts. And as a follow-
up, an elective class might be
taught that would entail exten-
sive computer applications in
mathematics for the students
who wish to enhance an already
solid background.
At some point in time, there
will have to be a merger of MA-
PLE and traditional methods of
teaching calculus and differen-
tial equations at Rose-Hulman.
The proper blend of MAPLE and
traditional methods will provide
students the best of both worlds,
giving them a background in ap-
plied mathematics that is super-
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World Outlook
The world according to Thad Smith
Editor's Note: The following is
an interview with Prof. Thad
Smith. It is essentially a broad
discussion on the widespread
changes that have taken place
around the world in recent times.
Rose Thorn: Let's start with
the most obvious change. ..East-
em Europe. Do you think the
democratization of Central Eu-
rope will have an effect on the
proposed unification of Western
Europe in 1992?
Thad Smith: First of all, lets
examine the question of the
reunification of Germany. The
question there is now "When?"
instead of "If." Even Mr. Gor-
bachev, who had been non-
committal until now on this ques-
tion has finally relented and said
that German reunification is in
the offing, he has made this
change in his stance because he
knows that he can not stop the
forces of change and reunifica-
tion in both the Germanys with-
out resorting to drastic meas-
ures, which obviously, he has no
intention of taking.
The reunification of Germany
poses threats both to the East
and the West. Let's look at the
threat to the west first. The most
obvious danger is the possibility
of a fourth Reich. A reunified
Germany will be the single larg-
est economic power in Western
Europe. The policy that the west-
ern world has to follow is going
to be that of trying to keep Ger-
many in the western fold as op-
posed to developing a narrow
nationalistic ideology which
could lead to complications.
The threat to the East is
largely military. A reunified
Germany will have 20 divisions
on the Russian border and that
might cause some discomfort.
Also, the Warsaw pact is dead
for all practical purposes now.
As for the question of German
reunification slowing up the ad-
vance of EC, I think that Chan-
cellor Kohl is placing quite a lot
of emphasis on the reunification
question and he had to put under
great pressure, primarily from
the U.S. to accept a Summit in
Strasbourg to work towards a
common Europe.
We must however, not forget
that the East Germans must be
allowed to choose their own des-
"Gorbachev is stron-
ger than many west-
ern powers believe
him to be."
tiny and indications are that
East Germany might choose a
loosely held confederation as op-
posed to a federation.
RT: In the wake of the many
problems that Mr. Gorbachev
has been having, how long do you
think he will last in Office?
TS: Yes, Gorbachev is having
some very serious problems in
his country today. There is con-
tinued economic stagnation in
spite of Perestroika. The issue of
Lithuanian and Azerbaijani
nationality serves to exacerbate
that issue. This is threatening
the very Union of the Republics
and the integrity of the Nation
State. But, Gorbachev is stron-
ger than many western powers
believe him to be. He is a mas-
terful politician, case in point:
his appointment of Andrei
Gromyko as the President, thus
effectively clearing the way for
him to make his own foreign poli-
cy without Gromyko losing ai
face. One must also not forget
that he has fundamentally
changed the legislative process
in the U.S.S.R. He has broken the
stranglehold that the Communist
Party had on the U.S.S.R and in-
creased the strength of the sys-
tem. The Congress of People's
Deputies, a directly elected
group meets once a year and ap-
points the Politburo or the Su-
preme Soviet. The Military and
the KGB are clearly split. The
correlation of forces supports a
reformist movement. Even Mr.
Ligachev, a diehard con-
servative agrees that reform is
necessary and only debates the
pace of the method. The reform
movement is much deeper and
broader than Gorbachev himself.
Besides, there is no other clear
leader in the U.S.S.R on either
side in the Soviet Union.
RT: Do you think that another
"Marshall Plan" may be
brought into effect for the coun-
tries of Central Europe?
TS: The West has a wonderful
opportunity to make these coun-
tries into democratic mixed
economies. Doing this is in our
best interests. The first Japanese
billion has already been pledged
"The reform move-
ment is much deeper
and broader than
Gorbachev himself."
to them. This is a wonderful op-
portunity and we must make it
work.
RT: What about the economic
problems that the Soviet Union
has been having?
TS: If Gorbachev continues to
move towards a multiparty dem-
ocratic system then the West
would be foolhardy to pass by
this opportunity. We should take
whatever steps, financial aid,
joint ventures etc. that are
necessary to get the Soviet Union
back on its feet. Thad Smith
would also give more public
grants but that might not be pos-
sible.
RT: Could you tell us a little
bit about the events leading up to
the June 4 massacre in Tinan-
men and the situation in China
after that?
TS: From 1966 to 1976, China
had a primarily rural and agri-
cultural economy under Chou-
En-Lai and Mao-Tse-Tung. On
January 8, 1976 Chou-En-Lai died
After Panama... what next?
By LTC Robert Askew
Editor's note: This is the first
of a two-part article on Panama
and the Latin American sce-
nario.
The US intervention in Pan-
ama was a landmark event, not
only for what it shows about our
military's powerful capabilities
to project its might and protect
US lives and interests, but even
more important are the
wide-ranging issues that are now
facing us. The issues range from
soup to nuts and will affect us for
years to come. Throughout my
life I have maintained an active
interest in Panama, not only was
I born there, but also my
grandfather worked on the con-
struction of the original canal
back in the early 1900's. You
could say I have roots in the
isthmus.
We have all heard President
Bush outline as one of the four
objectives of Operation "Just
Cause" the preservation of the
Panama Canal Treaties — those
treaties negotiated with Panama
and ratified by the Senate in 1978
that provide for the turnover of
the Panama Canal and all US
facilities to the Republic of Pan-
ama, including all military
bases. The Neutrality Treaty (a
seperate treaty from the one that
turns over the canal) outlines
that the Canal will be a neutral
waterway open to all the world's
shipping on a neutral basis. This
treaty is the one that allows the
US to use military force to main-
tain the neutrality of the Canal
and was partially used as a basis
for the recent intervention. At
issue here is the question of
whether the treaty actually pro-
vided a valid basis for interven-
tion, since another part of the
same treaty clearly prohibits US
interference in the internal
affairs of Panama. A central
issue with Panamanians is the
question of whether the US will
actually live up to the terms of
the treaties and will we really
"A central issue with
Panamanians is the
question of whether
the US will actually
live up to the terms of
the treaties and will
we really turn the
Canal over to Pan-
ama."
turn the Canal over to Panama.
Before the intervention there
was an on-again, off-again move-
ment in the Congress to seek
abrogation of the treaties,




to fight primarily in
Europe and more
attention on our light
forces and special
forces designed for
low and mid intensity
conflicts."
mainly because of Noriega. This
is a real fear of the sovereignty-
minded Panamanians and a
theme that Noriega was able to
use to great advantage. Also of
interest to me, especially as an
engineer is the issue of a new
Canal through Panama — a topic
that has been studied on and off
years. The basic restriction of
the current canal is the size of
the locks. Only ships that are 110
feet or less in beam can fit, and
for many of today's ships that's
not too big! I found it interesting
that the Japanese sent a canal
commission to Panama several
years ago. A look at the world
map will show you why they are
the second largest user and
vitally interested in the Canal's
future.
Interesting to us 'in the mili-
tary are the host of military
issues at hand. At the forefront
are many money matters, in-
cluding how much will the De-
fense budget be affected, and
(being parochial) how will the in-
tervention affect the Army's
share of the budget and what will
be its share of the looming size
reduction. Military force struc-
tures are in vogue now, es-
pecially with the momentous
events in Eastern Europe. I fore-
see much less emphasis on the
Army's heavy mechanized
forces designed to fight primari-
ly in Europe and more attention
on our light forces and special
forces designed for low and mid
intensity conflicts, which are
much more probable than an all
out European conflict. You may
have seen on T.V. the light, light
tanks used in Panama; these
were 1960's vintage Sheridans
found only in the 82nd Airborne.
The U.S could easily buy several
off the shelf light tanks found in
the free world, however that
wouldn't sit well with Congress
or the defense industry.
and on September 9, 1976 Mao-
Tse-Tung died. The reins of pow-
er were now in the hands of Deng
Xioping who was the guiding
light behind reform in China. But
even Deng favored a centrally
controlled economy. Due to wide-
spread corruption and rapid in-
flation, the wealth started to
move towards the producers,
that is, the peasants. The price of
farmed goods went up. This
started the rise of forces in the
urban universities. Teachers
were being paid a pittance and a
massive movement was started
for greater reform. Leading
these reformists was Mr. Hu
Yaobang, who died on April 15,
1989, and started the chain of
events that led to Tinanmen. In
the meantime, Deng's protege in
the politburo, Zhao Jiyang was
also in favor of the reform and
appeared to side with the stu-
dents. Zhao appealed to the stu-
dents to come to the negotiating
table and the students refused.
"Deng, known to flow
with the drift, also
threw in with Li Peng
and they crushed the
students uprising on
June. 4."
This was seen as a sign of weak-
ness on the part of Zhao and the
power within the politburo
shifted to the hard liners, notably
amongst them, Li Peng. Deng,
known to flow with the drift, also
threw in with Li Peng and they
crushed the students uprising on
June 4.
For the future, Deng has cho-
sen another man, Jiang Zhimin,
who is an Ex Mayor of Shanghai.
Unfortunately, he has no
supporters in the military. Deng
has essentially bought him time
in the politburo to make a foot-
hold for himself under the tutel-
age of Deng.
Thad Smith
RT: Do you think that Presi-
dent Bush sending two senior
officials to the PRC directly
after the massacre was a be-
trayal to the cause of the stu-
dents and democracy?
TS: The PRC is clearly a sig-
nificant regional power and we
must not forget that one of the
primary objectives of U.S for-
eign policy is to try and
minimize the proliferation of Nu-
clear weapons. China had in-
dicated to the U.S that it would
be sending Intermediate Range
Ballistic Missiles (IRBM) to
Iran. Also, it is now in the best
interests of the U.S that Sino-
Soviet relations be normalized. If
the U.S had isolated China after
the massacre, it would have
served to further impede this
already stalled dialogue. In an-
other sphere, the five permanent
members of the U.N have for the
first time, cooperated on a peace
initiative in Kampuchea. If Pres-
ident Bush had alienated China
then this initiative, in which Chi-
na plays a very important part,
would have been put in jeopardy.
So, while on the superficial level
it may seem that President Bush
was harming democracy, as long
as we don't know what his real
reasons were for sending
Eigelberger and Snowcroft to
PRC, I don't think that it would
be correct to say that he actually
betrayed the students.
MindSport
Well, we got two entries for the last one and unfortunately
one had more than 13 correct so the pizza does get out of our
hands.
Last week's winner :
Rob Spence — 15/20
Special mention to the only other person on campus who
bothered to answer :
Neil Flatter — 8/20
Here comes this week's.. please, lets have a slightly greater
response this time.. Whatever happened to all of you who are in
College Bowl...these too hard for you...?! We've lowered the
limit especially for you guys...!
(Send Answers to Box No. 1356.)
1. Who makes the "Sentry" aircraft?
2. Madeline Slade is better known as?
3. Who built the first atomic pile and where?
4. What is the bell hung at Lloyds called?
5. Who was the first man to walk in Space?
6. Who was the second woman in Space?
7. J.L Baird's claim to fame is?
8. What was the second satellite in space?
9. What is Fred Flintstone's favorite meal and drink?
10. In cricket, what does LBW mean?
11. In Norse Mythology, the God of discord is?
12. Vodka means this.
13. This was a place where one found wrestlers in Ancient
Greece.
14. Kalimantan is another name for this.
15. The Black sea was also known as this.
16. The South African secret service is known as?
17. He was known as the Black Prince.
18. This word denotes the minimum number of members that
you need for an assembly.
19. This used to be where Cairo is now.
20. He was the son of Lancelot and Elaine.
Lower Limit: 9
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These men ate at ARAT and are now receiving medical attention. You
be the judge. photo by Rob Moffett
111APLECALC CLUE WAIVER
To be signed by all entering freshmen who take MapleCalc.
I, the undersigned, agree to waive any rights I may have
when I am totally screwed over in classes in upperclassmen
years because I am totally clueless about calculus. I agree not
to ruin Smilin' Dave's smile as he laughs at me when I beg to
bring a LAXStation into his ComSys test. I further agree to put
up with Dr. Grimemoldy's sarcastic comments about my an-
cestry when I make a sign error because I don't know what the
derivative of a cosine is.
I further realize that I am effectively out $180, because if I
don't have an HP-28 to take my derivatives for me, I will have
about as much of a clue on all my tests as ARAT does about
nutrition. I am also out $5.95 for a Bible because the HP doesn't
integrate symbolically, and I am learning how to pray.
In addition, I understand that this course effectively is teach-
ing me reliance on a LAX, and that is about like the Broncos
relying on John Elway's passing game in a Super Bowl. I will
not complain to my R.A. or S.A. when all the other students
make fun of my ignorance of what a pencil and paper are, or
when I ask the teacher to give me a hardcopy of the blackboard
and he throws a piece of chalk at me. I will not be upset when
Dr. Charmin complains about my "brute force and ignorance"
approach to problem solving, but that he can "still beat the hell
out of" me.
Finally, I understand the dangers involved if I should
accidentally criticize or critique the MapleCalc program in the
presence of my professors, and I will be expected to wear a
face mask and shin guards to class if I cannot control my
tongue, as hockey stick wounds are not covered under the
Rosem-Hosem health plan. And I promise not to sue Rosem for
the cost of installing a LAX in my office at work after I gradu-
ate because the company doesn't happen tp have MAPLE
handy.
SIN() here• 
Quotes of the Week
Thanks to our regular contribu'ors. Keep sending to Box 643: professor's name, class, quote. your
name, anything else.
"If you can't rape your wife, who can you rape?"
- Prof. Ito, M&F. Quoting a Californian
"Unfortunately, here at Purdue University, we don't have any dial indicators but I heard that you
do. That's why I am writing to sponge a freebie from you and your students. (On the other hand, we
have women, which you do not; perhaps we should just swap.)"
- Mech. of Materials Lab setup letter
"I knew it by heart, but I'm just pretending to look it up..."
"AAARRGH! What's wrong!"
"Now, I started out with a very big one, but you can't get much bigger."
"If you and I are in-phase, you shake yours and I'll shake mine."
- Prof. Krumpholz, Waves, could be way out of context
"The arbitrary constant makes up for a multitude of sins."
- Prof. Graves, MapleCalc II
"I just thought of something, but I can't remember what it was."
- Prof. Waite, E. Sci II
"On the south side of town there are these big blue balls... I'd be afraid to ask what's in there."
- Prof. Logan
"What it comes down to is this... You could have slept through everything else... not mentioning any
names!"
- Prof. Martin, DE II
"At any rate, this, that, and the other thing is inherently squirrely."
- Prof. Thomas, CE Comp Apps.
"I was wondering if anyone would catch that subtle little mistake I threw in there. Good job."
"We have a man, a happy man, driving his car. He's wearing his safety belt and feeling oh so safe.
But he's going to hit a wall. And unfortunately his head hits the dash."
"Let's make it rounded; no sense in being too violent, here."- Prof. Cornwell, Dynamics, current
quote stud
Student Quotes
"When you've got the power of the press, you gott'em by the 'nads!"
"As soon as I get my pants off, we can get down to business!"
- Rose students discussing... homework
"How do I integrate 1/x?"- One of last quarters MapleCalc students having difficulty,
- Thorn staff member
Heaviest Element Discovered
The heaviest element known
to science was recently dis-
covered at the Lawrence
Livermore National Labora-
tory. The element, tentatively
named Administratium (Ad)
has no protons or electrons,
thus it has an atomic number
0. It does, however, have one
neutron, 75 associate neut-
rons, 125 deputy associate
neutrons, and 111 assistant
deputy associate neutrons.
This gives it an atomic mass
of 312. The 312 particles are
held together in the nucleus




Since it has no electrons,
Administratium is inert.
Nevertheless, it can be de-
tected chemically because it
seems to impede every reac-
tion in which it takes part.
According to Dr. M. Langour,
one of the discoverers of the
element, a very small amount
of Administratium made one
reaction that normally takes
less than a second, take over
four days to go to completion.
Administratium has a half-
life of approximately three
years, at which time it does
not actually decay. Instead, it
undergoes an internal
reorganization in which as-
sociates to the neutron, depu-
ty associates to the neutron,
and assistant deputy associ-
ate neutrons all exchange
places. Some studies have in-
dicated that the atomic mass
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Conservative leaders ponder post-Cold War agenda
by Jaret Seiberg and
Amy Hudson
(CPS) — Looking forward to a
decade in which one of their
prime reasons for being — fight-
ing the threat of communism —
feels less immediate, con-
servative student leaders from
around the U.S. met in Washing-
ton, D.C., Jan 19-21 to try to map
out a new strategy.
Most denied the apparent fall
of the Iron Curtain would affect
the conservative student move-
ment at all.
George Uribe II, head of the
six-year-old Students for Amer-
ica, which brought about 150
rightist collegians to Washington
to hammer out a new program,
was wary of creating any broad
new post-Cold War theme for the
movement.
"We have a mission to impact
undergraduate student leaders,"
Uribe said. "We want to educate
them. We don't want to get
caught up in anything but that."
Other student conservatives
who didn't make the trip to
Washington agreed.
"I don't know any con-
servatives who are saying, 'look
at the great changes." said Tom
Lizardo, head of the Young
Americans for Freedom (YAF),
Students for America's main ri-
val for leadership of the move-
ment.
"We don't see any tremendous
change in Eastern Europe,"
Lizard() added. "There may be a
slight change in hue, but no
change in color. They're still
red."
During the past year, com-
munist governments in Poland,
Hungary, East Germany,
Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, and,
more violently, in Romania have
fallen, been forced to share pow-
er with non-communist parties
or have dismantled many of
their secret police forces. Some
are freeing their commercial
markets, halting centralized
planning, creating legislatures
and removing penalties for
criticizing the state.
"There's a good degree of op-
timism," conceded Tony Zagot-
ta, head of the College Republi-
can National Committee, "but
the Cold War is not over. We're
optimistic, but cautious."
Zagotta thinks that, with or
without an immediate threat of
worldwide communist domina-
tion or aggression, student con-
servatives will stay committed
to the cause, working to ban
abortions, fund the El Salvador-
an government and recruiting
new Republicans.
At the Students for America
conference, students met in
workshops to learn how to scuttle
the finances of local campus
enemies like Public Interest Re-
search Groups, frustrate liberal
student governments, form cam-
pus coalitions and recruit
minorities.
The delegates also heard star
speakers like former Attorney
General Edwin Mees, former
United Nations Ambassador
Jeane Kirkpatrick and Free Con-
gress Foundation President Paul
Weyrich urge student con-
servatives to start cultivating
their European counterparts.
"Students here can be very
helpful by going over there and
working with people their own
age," Weyrich maintained. "If
they can't go over there, they
can invite students from Eastern
Europe over here and have them
work on their local issues."
Students for America dele-
gates, however, individually
seemed more interested in busy-
ing themselves with issues like
abortion, literacy, drugs, and
battling courses that, they say,
promote socialism.
University of Nevada at Reno
junior John Lopez, who is also
vice chairman of the State Col-
lege Republicans, said his group
is trying to remove a certain
sociology class as a graduation
prerequisite.
"People take this class, and all
it does is say how great social-
ism is," Lopez said. "We are
petitioning the Board of Regents
and we are getting the course's
required reading together now.
We are going to prove that the
course is not objective, and
therefore we should not have to
take it."
Cary Green, a senior at Flor-
ida International University in
Miami and Students for Amer-
ica's Florida state treasurer,
said the FIU chapter wants the
federal government to expand
the military's role in President
George Bush's War on Drugs.
Nationally, Lizardo promises
Young Americans for Freedom
will continue to promote its
Communism slips elsewhere but
rise in campus movement predicted
(CPS) — Even as communist gov-
ernments in Eastern Europe wobble and
fall, the head of the group charged with
convincing American collegians to be-
come communists predicted his move-
ment will flourish on U.S. campuses.
"There are those, particularly in the
administration, who think that socialism
is dead and crumbling," said John Bach-
tell, national chairman of the Young
Communist League, "but that is not the
case."
His movement, he said, is being
strengthened by the reform.
"Eventually, (the changes) will make it
even stronger."
Bachtell maintained the relaxation of
police states in Poland, East Germany,
Hungary, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia and
Romania will attract more students to
American communist parties.
"Contrary to what the pundits are say-
ing, these countries will move forward,
and, to the extent that socialism will be-
come more attractive, that can't but
help us," Bachtell said.
After complaints, student fees
won't pay for Farrakhan
(CPS) — After Jewish stu-
dents raised objections to
spending student fees to bring
controversial Nation of Islam
leader Louis Farrakhan to
speak at Northern Illinois
University Jan. 30, the
school's student association
agreed to instead charge ad-
mission to cover these costs.
Farrakhan, whose pro-
vocative opinions on Zionism
and Jewish theology have
caused a ruckus at the univer-
sities of Maryland and Penn-
sylvania, and the State Uni-
versity of New York at
Albany in recent years, advo-
cates economic empower-
ment of black people.
At Northern Illinois, the stu-
dent government's Supreme
Court sided with complaints
that student fees shouldn't be
used to pay for Farrakhan,
said Huda Scheidelman, pres-
ident of the student associa-
tion.
In addition to protests,
Scheidelman said she expects
to hear grumblings from
some students about charging
admission. "They don't want
to support Farrakhan, but
they want to hear what he has
to say."
More women than men in college
(CPS) — For the first time
ever, more women than men
are attending college, the U.S.
Department of Education re-
ported in mid-January.
The number of women reg-
istered for classes on the na-
tion's campuses has almost
doubled since 1970, the Educa-
tion Dept. report, "Fall En-
rollment in Institutions of
High Education, 1987," found.
In 1987, there were 6.8 mil-
lion women enrolled, com-
pared to 5.9 million men, the
report added.
"There's a greater in-
dependence among women
now," explained Donna Shay-
lik of the American Council on
Education's office of Women
in Higher Education.
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"freedom philosophy."
"We haven't seen great strides
in Eastern Europe or America
for freedom."
Whatever ultimately happens
if their main opponent refuses to
fight, student conservatives say
the waning of the communist
threat hasn't hurt their cam-
pus appeal for now.
YAF's Lizardo said an
"aggressive fall offensive" suc-
cessfully recruited many new
adherents, pushing YAF's mem-
bership to 55,000.
The College Republicans'
membership is growing. "Not
being an election year, 1989
should have been an off year for
us," Zagotta said. "But our
numbers are increasing."
Diminishing threat of nuclear war
will draw students, UCS leader says
(CPS) — The easing of the threat of
nuclear war ought to help attract more
students to anti-nuclear causes, a leader
of the anti-nuke movement claims.
Kevin Knobloch of the Union of Con-
cerned Scientists (UCS), a Washington,
D.C. based arms control lobby group,
concedes the internal changes in the
communist bloc apparently have re-
duced the chances of nuclear war be-
tween the U.S. and the Soviet Union for
now, but argues the fading of the threat
will spur interest in anti-nuke causes.
"If there was ever a time to be active,
this is it," Knobloch said. "History is in
the making."
He maintained UCS's causes have be-
come the causes of the 1990s.
"This is a very exciting time in the
world of arms control. Many, including
at the college level, have worked very
hard," he said. "Now the fruit is being
borne. It's a ripening opportunity to
achieve dramatic gains in arms con-
trol."
Author of nationwide computer
worm found guilty of tampering
(CPS) — Former Cornell Uni-
versity student Robert Morris,
whose computer "worm" found
its way into a nationwide net-
work and shut down some 6,000
computers in research labs and
college campuses in November,
1988, was found guilty of tamper-
ing Jan. 22.
Morris, who is the first to be
convicted under the 1986 federal
Computer Abuse and Fraud Act,
faces a maximum sentence of
five years in prison plus a
$250,000 fine.
The student broke into the In-
ternet computer system Nov. 2,
1988, to see if he "could write a
program that would spread as
widely as possible."
He testified he watched in hor-
ror as the virus spread much fas-
ter and more virulently than he
had planned. He called the ven-
ture, "a dismal failure."
The incident heightened
awareness on many campuses of
computers' vulnerability to
"viruses" that, when sur-
reptitiously imported into sys-
tems on infected disks or through
modem, can destroy programs
and erase data.
Even as Morris stood trial last
month, the University of Tennes-
see discovered that at least 200
students had been breaking into
its computer system for more
than a year, apparently to ar-
range their class schedules to
their liking.
Tennessee plans to charge the
students with breaking the uni-
versity code, said Phil Scheurer,
vice chancellor of student
affairs. Those found guilty will
suffer punishments ranging from
written warnings to suspensions.
Nude drawings briefly covered
after student complains
(CPS) — Three charcoal draw-
ings of nude women, hanging in a
hallway of Truckee Meadows
Community College in Reno,
Nev., were temporarily covered
because a student complained
that the drawings are
pornographic.
TMCC officials took the wraps
off again, however, when they
failed to find anyone else who ob-
jected to it.
"There has been absolutely no
other negative reaction," said
TMCC spokeswoman Judith Col-
ness. "It's amazing that the sup-
port for the work has been so
one-sided."
Colt-loss said the school had
quickly ,'-aped a cloth ,r the
drawings after studeii, etta
Abbot protested they were an-
sive.
"I try to follow Jesus Christ. I
sin enough on my own. I don't
need to pass by this every day,"
Abbot explained.
Donna Moore, a TMCC art in-
structor who drew the charcoal
nudes was surprised that her
work s• -ich a commotion
, • ._.un of the nude
m is man at his v
be'Idoore said.
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DUSTY DEHAVEN: Rose-Hulman's
unsung hero shows his winning form
OK, now, here's a little quiz:
Which Rose-Hulman basketball
player earned the team's
Coaches Award for the 1988-89
season?
Of course, it had to be Britt
Petty, the Engineers' leading
scorer, right?
Nope, Try again.
How about Jeff Harrison, the
team's captain and inspirational
leader, or Tim Cindric, the lead-
ing rebounder?
Nope.
The answer: Dusty Dehaven, a
former starting guard who has
enjoyed newfound fame as a top
substitute on the 1989-90 Engine-
er team. Yes, the 5-foot-11 senior
from Logansport seems to bring
a sense of excitement whenever
he enters the game.
Take Jan. 17 when Dehaven
stepped onto the floor as Rose
trailed Wabash College, 40-36,
with 12:57 left in the second half.
Within the next minute, the me-
chanical engineering major
made a 3-point field goal to nar-
row th deficit, 40-39. The Engi-
neers would eventually go ahead
47-45 in recording the 63-61 In-
diana Collegiate Athletic Con-
ference victory.
A week later, Dehaven hit two
free throws with 40 seconds
remaining to ensure Rose-
Hulman's 72-69 victory over
Hanover College. Then, on Tues-
day, another 3-point basket by
DeHaven gave the Engineers a
46-45 lead — erasing a two-point
deficit and forcing a timeout —
against Franklin College.
"I try to come in and play for
five or six minutes as good as I
can," says the former Lewis
Cass High School standout. "I
try to contribute where ever I
can. I try to pass the ball to the
open man. If I'm open, I'll shoot
the ball. I'm trying to do any-
thing that can spur the team on
to victory."
That's all Rose-Hulman Coach
Bill Fenlon asks.
"Dusty truly understands how
I feel about contributions and
knowing your role on a team,"
says FenIon, who continuously
applauds Dehaven's efforts in
post-game interviews. "We did-
n't give him the Coaches Award
to soothe his ego or to insure that
he'd come back for his senior
year.
"He gives us total unselfish-
ness to the cause. His contribu-
tions on the bench and mental
approach to the game will al-
ways be more important to me
than his points and rebounds. He
cares about us succeeding. I
Dusty DeHaven takes the ball up for two against DePauw
photo by Bnan Dougherty
Track continues to roll on
by Ken Koziol
Sports Editor
The Rose-Hulman track and
field team continues to roll
through it's indoor schedule.
Last Saturday, the team hosted
the All-Comers Meet — a meet
open to all individual athletes as
well as high schools and other
colleges. Rose had various in-
dividual highlights and team per-
formances worth celebrating
about.
The shot-put was no doubt the
Engineers' strongest event that
day as the team swept the top
four places. Sophomore Tom
Gorsich took first place with a
mark of 45'-8 12". Senior Brett
Starr was second (4440 112"),
followed by freshman Doug
Childers (43'-3") and sophomore
Kirk Bailey (41'-10"). The put by
Gorsich was his best ever, while
Starr and Bailey had their best
for the season so far.
In the running events, Rose
had it's standouts. Jason Luek-
ing ran away from all other
competition in the 800 yard run
to win in a time of 2:01.22.
Second place was a distant nine
seconds back at 2:10.86. Brian
Bartley won the 300 yard dash by
one half of a second in a time of
33.16. Jeff Seeman (35.67) and
Doug Sowder (36.13) finished
sixth and seventh, respectively,
for Rose.
Another individual champion
for the Engineers was Langley
Gibson in the 1000 yard run, win-
ning by four seconds, in 2:34.8.
Brett Mazany fought for third
place in 2:40.26 — fourth place
was 2:40.5.
With the wide variety of indoor
track meets around the area,
many runners split from the
team temporarily to see differ-
ent competition. Sophomore
Greg Dixon ran at the Indiana
University Invitational in the 5K
race. He finished in 15:23.7 for an
all-time personal record. Bartley
and Lueking joined Dixon before
running at home the next day.
Bartley ran the 55M high hurdles
in a time of 7.91, and Lueking
finished the mile in 4:31.3.
Tomorrow at noon Rose-
Hulman will be hosting another
All-Comers Meet before compet-
ing at Indiana State University
on Wednesday the 14th at 6 p.m.
want that to be the bottom line of
all players in our program," the
coach said. He certainly has suc-
ceeded for the team, staring the
last three games and scoring a
game-high 33 points in Rose's 70-
61 victory at Anderson last Sat-
urday. This 5-11 player also had
a high of eight rebounds in the
contest.
DeHaven is successful off the
basketball court. Several
companies are seeking his
engineering skills after gradua-
tion in May. He has a 3.4 grade
point average, being nominated
for Academic All-American hon-
ors.
"I've been fortunate to do
several things that most students
dream about: traveling to Rus-
sia (with 1987-88 basketball
team), playing in an NCAA
tournament game (last year)
and studying a class (biomedical
materials) being taught by the
president of his college (Dr.
Samuel F. Hulbert)," DeHaven
said. "It's been a good mix of
basketball and academics.
"It's been a struggle, but noth-
ing that's good is ever easy. I'm
real happy in how things are
wrapping up. Right now, those
late nights (studying for classes)
don't look so bad after all," he
said.
TIP-IN SHOT: Five-foot-eleven Dusty DeHaven takes to the air
amidst a crowd for the offensive board. The Engineers lost to
Franklin 70-67 at home on January 23.
Basketball team wins one drops one
by Rob Coop
The Rose-Hulman basketball
team lost ground in the ICAC
race with a 64-53 loss to the Tig-
ers of DePauw last Tuesday.
Last Saturday the hooping Engi-
neers defeated Anderson for the
second time this season. Tomor-
row the team travels to Hanover
for a rematch of a previous Rose
win.
Once again the Engineers
proved that it takes 40 minutes of
basketball to win a game. Trail-
ing for most of the game, the En-
gineers took over in the last five
minutes to show Anderson who
the superior team is. Dusty De-
Haven led all scores with a sea-
son high 33 points. Our team
played a well balanced game and
earned a win with team basket-
ball.
The tide changed last Tuesday
however when the Tigers of De-
Pauw University arrived at
Shook Fieldhouse. After trailing
early, the Engineers battled
back to keep the game close in
middle of the first half. In the
second half DePauw turned their
game up a notch and took the
lead. After the final buzzer had
sounded the Tigers had won 64-
53. For the second straight game
"For the second
straight game Dusty
DeHaven led the En-
gineers."
guard Dusty DeHaven led the
Engineers with 19 points.
The Engineers currently sport
a record of 14-8 overall and are
even at 5-5 in the conference.
Forward Britt Petty leads the
Bowling arrives at Rose!
by Ken Koziol
Sports Editor
The great pastime of bowl-
ing is rapidly taking over the
campus of Rose-Hulman. A
large contingent of students
on campus have already been
participating in intramural
leagues, but now the sport
may be on it's way to varsity
status.
A bowling club has already
been formed, and has com-
peted successfully this year,
with nearly thirty members.
Junior Rob Williams is the




was founded with co-captain
and vice president Rob Har-
mon. After seeing an interest
in the intramural leagues, the
two sat down together with In-
diana State University coach
Dave Kluever and decided
that a group such as this had
a lot of potential.
The club is funded by the
Student Government Associa-
tion of Rose, with Wally Gra-
ham as it's advisor. Members
have made a strong showing
already this year, with three











team with an average of 18.9
points per game. Center Tim
Cindric and guard Dan Keown
add support with 12.6 ppg and
10.0 ppg respectively.
After a exciting 3 point victory
in the first match up, Rose is
looking for a more decisive win
tomorrow against Hanover Col-
lege. The game is scheduled to
begin at 3:00 p.m. The rest of the
schedule has Rose playing two
teams that we have defeated and
one that defeated us. The next
home game is Tuesday Feb. 13,
against the Little Giants of
Wabash College.
With two home games remain-
ing, come down to the field house
and show the Engineers some
support. Also, the half court shot
pot is well over $100, wouldn't
that be nice to win.
There are some feet
we can't fit. . .







1731 N. 3rd St.
232-4024






team made a decent showing in
the Rose-Hulman Invitational
last weekend. The meet was
scored as dual meet competition.
Along with Rose was Illinois Col-
lege, DePauw University,
Wabash College, and Urbana
College. Illinois College was the
winner with a 4-0 record.
Rose, although finishing with a
2-2 record, fought hard. Brian
Engle dominated Drew Crousore
of Wabash College 14-0 for the
only win against the Little Giants
looking tough
who finished the tournament
with a 3-1 mark and second
place. Although they defeated
Rose 37-5, the Engineers made a
closer run at the eventual cham-
pions in a 25-20 losing cause.
Against Illinois College fresh-
men Jeff Haggerty got things go-
ing with a convincing 8-0 victory,
followed by Matt Morin's 9-2 win,
but the team came up short, 25-
20. If it were not for the team's
lack of depth, it would not have
had to forfeit three of it's weight
classes. This was a definite fac-
tor in the outcome of the match,
and probably the tournament.
Take Five — Tonight!
Tonight, for the second consecutive year, students
will Take Five in Shook Fieldhouse. Events will start
at 7:00 p.m. The following is a list of the events and,
to get the competition going — last year's champions.
Ping Pong, Doubles: Eric Bube and Jeff Singer
Foosball, Doubles: Mike Liemohn and Jim Savage
Free Throw: John Thompson
Arm Wrestling:
150 lb. & under: Tom Rude
151-200 lb.: Mike Coon
Over 200 lb.: John Stephens




The top three teams were:




R.T. air, R.T. Transfers, 7 nights
hotel, cruise, beach parties, free




For more information call toll-free
(800) 344-8360
or In Ct. (203) 967-3330
WIN A
HAWAIIAN VACATION
OR BIG SCREEN TV
PLUS RAISE UP TO $1,400









1 (800) 950-8472 EXT 10
















Join us for supper
and fun with friends.
ALL students are welcome.
RSVP by February 12
United Ministries Center
321 N. 7th 232-0186








1440 S. 25th 232-0631
Minutes from Campus A
I We match all tan ads — bring them in
All Tans $175 per session-
41 the qimi and Oa4
Real "liteAmatitte ta the Otheit
D'Anardo's Pizza Box
1220 WABASH AVE.
$1.00 Off 13"Medium $2.00 Off 16" Large
FREE DELIVERY ($5.00 Minimum)
-Bread Stix •Sandwiches •Soft Drinks
AVAILABLE






-wear a suit and tie
-shuffle papers and answer
phones
-sit at a desk all day
DO:













-being their own boss
THIS JOB IS NOT FOR
EVERYONE - BUT IT
COULD BE FOR YOU!
Schlumberger, the world leader
in Wireline Well Logging has
immediate career opportunities
Overseas for individuals with
an M.S. or B.S. degree in
E.E., ME., Physics or the
Gee-Sciences, excellent
scholastic record, hands-on





For more information, please contact:
SCHLUMBERGER-INTERNATIONAL
Recruiting Coordinator
2707 North Loop West, Suite 1090
Houston, Texas 77008
(713) 863-9673 (in Texas)
800-222-1587 (outside Texas)
Schlumbercier
Exceptional people. Exceptional technology. Worldwide.
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To P Ten Worst Things About Applying for a Summer Job — by B. McGlynn
1) Realizing last summer's job at Blimpie's just might not impress the Naval
Weapons Research Center.
2) Discovering the people in Ommisions lied to us (i.e., "The average person may
have never even heard of Rosem, but...")
3) Hoping the guy you puked on last night wasn't the one you cited as a reference.
4) The only place hiring within 100 miles of home is a Denny's.
5) Trying to fill up half a page with honors and activities after squeezing your
address onto an area the size of a postage stamp.
6) Trying to get the application out before this quarter's grades drag your GPA
down another notch.
7) Everyone else has "an uncle" in engineering (coincidentally working at the
company they just got a job with).
8) The physics major in the room next door got a job before you did!
9) The goofy skirts who come to interview and ask, "So how do you feel about
Rosem going co-ed?" (AND being unable to give your standard answer of "I
don't want a woman at my school, I just want a woman, so drop 'em").
10) The horrible aftertaste following every interview.
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